


 

 

What to Look For When Assessing Reading 

Features Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Reading 
Strategies 

 Uses knowledge of alphabet 
and basic phonics to decode 
common words 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 Uses knowledge of basic • 

grammar, predictable word 
patterns, and basic sentence 
structure in speech to 
understand phrases and 
sentences  
 

 Uses knowledge of basic • 
spelling conventions and 
simple punctuation 
 

 Uses context cues and • 
personal experience to gather 
meaning from the text 
 

 Scans simple text for familiar 
words 
 

 Uses pictures and • 1 

illustrations to determine 
meaning of unfamiliar words 
and to gather information 
about the text 
 

 Uses phonics and 
knowledge of word parts 
to decode more easily 
 
 
 
 
 

 Uses knowledge of basic 
grammar, predictable 
[word patterns and 
sentence structure in 
writing to understand 
phrases and sentences 
 

 Uses knowledge of basic 
spelling conventions and 
simple punctuation 
 

 Uses context cues and 
personal experience to 
gather meaning from the 
text 
 

 Scans to find simple 
information  
 

 Uses pictures and 
illustrations to gather 
information about the 
text 

 Uses a variety of 
strategies (patterns of 
word structure, root 
words, prefixes & 
suffixes) to decode 
and determine the 
meaning of unfamiliar 
words 
 

 Uses knowledge of 
more detailed 
elements of grammar, 
language structures, 
spelling and 
punctuation to 
understand phrases 
and sentences 
 

 Draws on personal 
experience as well as 
reading experience to 
gather meaning from 
text 
 

 Skims to understand 
type of text; scans to 
find specific 
information 
 

 Adjusts reading speed 
to suit the type of 
reading and text 

 

 Uses a variety of more 
complex strategies 
(word origins and 
derivations) to decode 
and determine the 
meaning of new 
vocabulary 
independently 
 
 

 Uses knowledge of 
elements of more 
complex grammar, 
language structures, 
spelling, punctuation 
and some stylistic 
devices to understand 
phrases and sentences  
 

 Draws more deeply on 
personal experiences 
and on a wider variety 
of reading experiences 
to gather meaning from 
the text 
 

 Skims to get an 
overview of the content; 
scans to find specific 
information 

 

 Uses a wide variety 
of complex strategies 
(knowledge of word 
analysis techniques) 
to decode and 
determine the 
meaning of 
unfamiliar words 
independently 
 

 Uses knowledge of 
complex grammar, 
language structures, 
spelling, punctuation 
and numerous 
stylistic devices (e.g. 
symbolic language) to 
understand phrases 
and sentences 
 

 Draws more deeply 
on personal 
experiences and on a 
much wider variety of 
reading experiences 
to gather meaning 
from the text 
 

 Selects appropriate 
reading strategies 
(skimming, scanning) 

 



Features Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Forms and 
Conventions 

 Demonstrates basic 
awareness of familiar forms 
of writing by identifying how 
different kinds of materials 
are organized 
 

 Uses alphabetical order and • 
basic conventions of formal 
texts (e.g. book titles) to 
locate information 

 

 Demonstrate knowledge of 
more forms of writing 
(fiction vs. non-fiction) and 
uses that knowledge as a 
guide in reading (though not 
always able to read all of 
the located information) 

 Uses various conventions of 
formal texts (e.g. simple 
charts and maps, 
dictionaries) to locate and 
interpret information 

 

 Demonstrates a wider 
knowledge of various 
forms of writing such 
as articles, editorials 
or short essays from 
resources 
 

 Uses various 
conventions of ' 
formal texts to locate 
and interpret 
information 
(headings, index, 
parts of a letter, 
reference materials) 
 

 Begins to select 
appropriate materials 
for different purposes 

 

 Demonstrates a 
knowledge of elements 
and style in a variety of 
forms of writing 
 

 Uses a variety of 
conventions of formal 
texts (appendices, 
graphs, tables, footnotes 
and more complex 
reference resources) to 
locate and interpret 
information for a variety 
of purposes 
 

 Reads independently 
from a variety of 
materials but may 
require help choosing 
reading material for a 
specific purpose 

 

 
 Demonstrates a 

knowledge of the 
elements and style in 
a wide variety of 
writing and uses 
knowledge to 
evaluate critically in a 
variety of contexts 
 

 Uses an extensive 
range of formal texts 
and identifies  and 
evaluates content for 
a variety of complex 
purposes 

 
 

 Reads independently 
from a wide range of 
materials, 
independently 
choosing reading 
material for a specific 
purpose 

 
Comprehension  

(Voice, 

Vocabulary 

and Sentence 

Variety) 
 

 Retells a simple story or 
event in order 
 

 Reads symbols and common 
sight words from everyday 
life 
 

 Follows simple pictorial 
instructions 

 

 Follows simple written 
Instructions  
 

 Identifies the topic and purpose 
of a piece of writing 
 

 Identifies the main idea and 
supporting details 
 

 Follows written 
instructions 
 

 Identifies the topic 
and purpose of a 
piece of writing 
 

 Identifies the main 
idea and supporting 
details 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Follows increasingly 
complex written 
instructions 
 

 Identifies the topic 
and purpose in 
writing  
 

 Cites details that 
support the main idea 

 

 Follows complex 
instructions  
 

 Identifies important 
elements of fiction 
(setting, characters, 
plot and theme) 
 

 Identifies the main 
idea and explains how 
the details support the 
main idea 

 
 
 



Features Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Interpretation  Predicts what may happen in 

a story; revises or confirms 
predictions using the text 
 

 Expresses thoughts and 
feelings about stories and 
events 

 

 Begins to make judgements 
and conclusions using evidence 
from the text 
 

 Expresses thoughts and 
feelings about ideas in a piece 
of writing 
 

 Begins to make simple 
inferences  
 

 Begins to consider ideas from 
reading in development of own 
opinions 
 

 Begins to identify a writer's 
point of view 

 

 Makes reasonable 
judgements 
(predictions, 
conclusions) using 
evidence from the 
text 
 

 Recognises how 
one's own attitude 
may influence 
interpretation 
 

 Makes inferences • 
Considers ideas from 
reading in 
development of own 
opinions 

 

 Continues to make 
judgments based on 
evidence 
 

 Makes more complex 
inferences 
 

 Develops and 
clarifies own points 
of view by examining 
the ideas of others 

 

 Uses structural and 
visual elements of the 
text to make reasoned 
judgements 
 

 Recognises social and 
cultural influences 
and bias in writing 
 

 Makes more complex 
inferences 
 

 Clarifies and 
broadens own point 
of view by examining 
the ideas of others; 
expresses a personal 
opinion based on 
increased 
understanding 
 

 Questions and 
evaluates ideas (e.g. 
when summarizing 
the main idea) 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Reading Activities
Laval Dna



Reading Level 1: Section 1 
Reading Prose & Documents 

 
Key Skills Embedded in the Task 

Features   Performance Indicators * 

Reading Strategies 
 Uses knowledge of alphabet and basic phonics to decode common words 
 Uses knowledge of basic grammar, predictable word patterns, and basic sentence 

structure in 
 speech to understand phrases and sentences 
 Uses knowledge of basic spelling conventions and simple punctuation 
 Uses context cues and personal experience to gather meaning from the text 
 Scans simple text for familiar words 
 Uses pictures and illustrations to determine meaning of unfamiliar words and to gather 
 information about the text 

Forms and Conventions 
 Demonstrates basic awareness of familiar forms of writing by identifying how different 

kinds of materials are organized 
 Uses alphabetical order and basic conventions of formal texts (e.g. book titles) to locate 

information 
Comprehension (Voice, Vocabulary and Sentence Variety) 

 Retells a simple story or event in order 
 Reads symbols and common sight words from everyday life 
 Follows simple pictorial instructions 

Interpretation 
 Predicts what may happen in a story; revises or confirms predictions using the text 
 Expresses thoughts and feelings about stories and events 

 
Features of the Textt

 

Prose: 

 Text is familiar and relevant, taken from everyday life. 
 Text is clear, easy to read print, larger than normal size. 
 Contains simple, concrete information. 
 A few short paragraphs, 100 words or less. 
 Simple concrete words of 1 or 2 syllables. 
 Simple or compound sentences no longer than 10-12 words, following common 

speech patterns, with predictable word patterns and natural order (subject, verb, 
object) . 

 
 
 
*From Level Descriptions, Learning Outcome: Read with Understanding for Various Purposes, 1999. 

Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 
T

 From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions, 1999. 
Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 



 

Documents 
 The document is in the form of advertisements, tables, graphs, or pictorial 

representations with text. 
 Relevant, taken from everyday life. 
 Text is clear, easy to read print, larger than normal size. 
 Page layout is well spaced. 
 Contains simple, concrete information. 
 Simple concrete words of 1 or 2 syllables. 
 Graphics are simple, and clearly linked to content, and help the reader understand the 

content. 
 
Conditions for the Activity 

 The learner is asked questions orally, and asked to answer orally. 
 The assessor may help the learner by identifying unfamiliar words. Unfamiliar words 

are noted. 
 
How to Assess * 
Observation 

 Determine if the learner is decoding words using initial letter sounds (basic phonics 
skills). 

 Determine fluency by observing if the learner reads word-by-word, or if some words are 
recognized from memory. Does the learner recognize predictable word patterns, simple 
sentence structure common to speech? 

 Note whether the learner's reading shows a grasp of punctuation (recognizing periods, 
commas, question marks). 

 Note whether the learner uses any other reading strategies, such as rereading to clarify 
meaning. 

 Note any reading miscues that change the meaning of the sentence. Does the learner 
ignore the miscues, or does he/she self-correct. 

 Determine if the learner is focusing mainly on decoding, or attending to the meaning of 
the passage. 

 
Ask Questions 

 Ask the learner to identify parts of the text (e.g. title, illustrations, page number). 
 Ask the learner to predict what the story might be about, based on what he/she reads in 

the title or understands from the illustration. 
 Ask the learner to retell the story in his/her own words. 
 Ask simple, specific comprehension questions to determine if the learner understands 

what has been read. 
 Ask the learner to express an opinion or express feelings about what has been read . 

 
 
* From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions 1999. Assessment 
Training Documents. Ontario Literacy Coalition. 

 



Reading Level 1: Section 2 
Basic Literacy Skills 

 
Key Skills Embedded in the Task 
Learners cannot always demonstrate complete success at level one. They may not be able to 
read a complete text, nor show "pre-reading" or "early" reading skills they have in the context of 
a prose passage or document. Although the learner may have a number of skills, it may not be 
possible to integrate them, or use them in a real life activity. The skills are more easily and 
efficiently assessed using activities that examine discrete skills. 
 
Letter Sound Identification Chart 
Decoding Skills: Level 1 

 Knows the alphabet. 
 Randomly recognizes and pronounces letters of the alphabet and letter combinations. 
 Knows the difference between vowels and consonants. 

 
Signs Around Town 
Read and Comprehend: Level1  

 Reads symbols that are familiar and taken from everyday life, for example; washroom 
symbols, traffic signs, hazardous product markings. 

 
Read to Find Information and for Research: Level 1 

 Uses alphabetical order. 
 Uses some basic conventions of formal texts to locate information, for example; book  

title. 
 
Common Words, Symbols and Abbreviations 
Read and Comprehend: Level 1 

 Reads from repertoire of common sight words taken from everyday life. 
 Recognizes common abbreviations. 

 
Following Instructions and Making Soup 

 Reads from a repertoire of common sight words taken from everyday life. 
 Uses pictures and illustrations to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words. 
 Follows written instruction, up to 6 steps, and instructions contain only one step per 

sentence (for example: recipe). 
 
Conditions for the Activity 

 The learner is asked the following questions orally, and asked to answer them orally. 
 The instructions can be read aloud for the learner. 
 No other prompts are given. 

 

  



How to Assess 
Observation 

 Note whether the learner can name all the letters of the alphabet and give their 
sounds. Make note of those letters that give him/her trouble. 

 Determine if the learner recognises common signs and symbols from everyday life. 
Is the learner reading the words on the signs, or relying on memory? 

 Note whether the learner can recognise common sight words and abbreviations out 
of context. 

 
  



Questions 
Map of Kitchener 

1. What kind of document is this? 
2. What is this a map of? 
3. What highway do you take to get from Stratford to Kitchener? 
4. What is the name of the river that flows through Kitchener? 
5. What streets does the Conestoga Parkway cross? 
6. What is the fastest way to get from Ottawa Street to University Avenue? 
7. Do you think this is a good map of Kitchener? Why or why not? 
 
Phone Message 

1. Can you point to the title of this page? 
2. What kind of document is this? 
3. Who is the message for? 
4. Who called Mike? 
5. What did the caller want? 
6. What time did the call come in? 
 
Office Hours 

1. What is the title of this page? 
2. What does this document tell you about? 
3. What kind of doctor is Dr. Stone? 
4. What time does her office open on Tuesday? 
5. It's August 12, and you need to see a doctor right away. Who should you call? 
6. You don't finish work until 4:30 p.m. What days can you see Dr. Stone after work? 
7. Do you think that Dr. Stone is open for enough hours during the week? Why or why not? 
 

Skill Set/s 
 

Describe Types of Text ... Form and Style 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Comprehend/Read and Interpret 
Read and Interpret 

 
 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Describe Types of Text ... Form and Style 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

 
 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read and Retell 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Questions 
A Note for Mom 

1. What is this text about? 
2. What kind of text is this? 
3. Where did Cindy go? 
4. Who went with her? 
5. What time will they be back? 
 
Working as a Cashier 

1. Before you read this story, can you tell me what you think it is about? How do 
you know? 
2. Can you tell me in your own words what this story is about? 
3. What are two ways that a cashier can find out a price? 
4. Name three other jobs that a cashier has to do. 
5. Would you like to work as a cashier? Why or why not? 
 
Getting a Job 

1. Before you read the story, can you tell me what you think it is about? How do 
you know? 
2. Please retell the story in your own words. 
3. What are two things that you should do to have a good job interview? 
4. What are two things that you should do before the interview? 
5. If you were hiring somebody, what would you look for in the person? 
 
Bob is Late 

1. Before you read this story, can you tell me what you think it is about? What 
makes you think so? 
2. After reading the story, can you tell me in your own words what this story is 
about? 
3. What time did Bob wake up? 
4. How did he get to work? 
5. What did Eddie want Bob to do if he lost his job? 
6. Did Bob get fired? 
7. Do you think Bob should have been fired for being late for work? 
 

Skill Set/s 
 
Read and Retell 
Describe Types of Text ... Form and Style 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
 
 
Read to Find Information ... 
Read and Retell 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Interpret 
 
 
Read to Find Information ... 
Read and Retell 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Interpret 
 
 
 
Read to Find Information 
Read and Retell 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Interpret 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Office Hours 
 
 
 

Dr. Mary Stone, 

Family Doctor 

 
 

Office Hours 
 

Monday & Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday & Friday 
 

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Closed 
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
 

Dr. Stone's office will be closed from August 1, 1999 until 
August 15, 1999 for summer holidays. If you need to see a 
doctor at that time, call Dr. Larry Fisk's office at 892-7945. 
 

 
 

 
 
  



 
 

 
 
  



Working as a Cashier 
 
Cashiers work in all kinds of stores. 
 
They find out the price of things. 
They can read the price tags. 
They can scan things with a scanner. 
 
The cash register adds up the things people buy. The 
cashier tells them how much they have to pay. People 
can pay for things with cash, credit cards or debit 
cards. The cashier has to fill out the credit card forms. 
 
Cashiers have many other jobs. They put things in 
bags for people. They tell people where to find things. 
They tell people about things that are on sale. Cashiers 
have to add up how much money they have at the end 
of the day. 
 
  



Getting a Job
t
 

 
Are you looking for a job? You will have to talk to the 
person who does the hiring. You will have to answer 
questions. The person will be looking you over. 
 
Here are some things that will help you get the job you 
want. 
 

 Learn about the company. 
 Dress well. 
 Be on time. 
 Shake hands firmly. 
 Look right at people as you talk with them. 
 Talk about your past work. 
 Don't argue. 
 Try to relax. 
 Smile! 

 
 
 
  



Bob is Late
t
 

 
Bob woke up at nine o'clock. He was late for his job. He 
hoped Mr. Jones would not fire him. Bob got a ride with 
a friend named Eddie. His friend did not have a job at 
the time. 
 
Eddie said to Bob, "Is Mr. Jones going to fire you?" 
 

”I hope not," said Bob, “I hate the 
job, but I need the money. If I had a 
lot of money, I would quit." 
 
“If you do get fired, let me know," 
said Eddie. "Mike is going to the park 
with me at ten o'clock. You can go 
with us if you do get fired." 
 
Mr. Jones did fire Bob, so Bob rode to 
the park with Eddie and Mike. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
t From Challenger 1, pg. 6. New Reader's Press 

 



Letter/Sound Identification Chart 

 

r p b s 
m z d g 
k f n i 
j t y c 
w h v z 
qu ch sh th 
u o e i a 

 
 
Questions 

 

1. What is the name of each letter? 
2. What is the sound of each letter? 
3. Give a word that begins with each letter. 
4. What sound does each of the letters in the sixth row make? 
5. What are the letters in the first 5 rows called? 
6. What are the letters in the last row called? 
 
  



Signs Around Town 
 

What do these signs say? 
 

 

 



Common Words, Symbols and Abbreviations 
 
Read these words. 
 

 
 
 
What do these stand for? 
$  $1.99    JIf'   "Stop thief!", he yelled. 
&  Black & White   +   4+5 
©  © 1998    ?   What time is it? 
TM  PepsiTM    !  Help! 
¢  59¢     #   #13 
0/0  100%    =  4+5=9 
 
 
 
What does these mean? 

Mr.   Mrs   Dr.   Tues.  Aug. 

etc.   e.g.   Co.   St.   Ave. 

Rd.   pg.   kg.   em.   in. 

lb.  Jr.   A.M.   P.M.   tsp. 

 

 

the   of   and  to    a   in 
is   you  that  it   he   was 
for   on   are   as   with  his 
they  I   at   be   this  have 

from 
 



 



 



 



Following Instructions 
 
Instructions: 
 
1. Group all the blocks of the same colour together. 
2. Place all the blue blocks in a row from left to right. 
3. Place one red block below the blue block on the far left. 
4. Place the yellow blocks in a straight line under the red block. 
5. Place two red blocks to the right of the last yellow block. 
6. Place a green block to the right of the last red block. 
 
What letter does the pattern make?   

 

 

  



Reading Activities
Level Two



Reading Level 2: Section 1 
Reading Prose & Documents 

 
Key Skills Embedded in the Task 
 

Features & Performance Indicators* 

Reading Strategies 
 Uses phonics and knowledge of word parts to decode more easily 
 Uses knowledge of basic grammar, predictable word patterns and sentence structure in 

writing to understand phrases and sentences 
 Uses knowledge of basic spelling conventions and simple punctuation 
 Uses context cues and personal experience to gather meaning from the text 
 Scans to find simple information 
 Uses pictures and illustrations to gather information about the text 

Forms and Conventions 
 Demonstrate knowledge of more forms of writing (fiction vs. non-fiction) and uses that 

knowledge as a guide in reading (though not always able to read all of the located 
information) 

 Uses various conventions of formal texts (e.g. simple charts and maps, dictionaries) to 
locate and interpret information 

Comprehension 
 Follows simple written instructions 
 Identifies the topic and purpose of a piece of writing 
 Identifies the main idea and supporting details 

Interpretation 
 Begins to make judgments and conclusions using evidence from the text 
 Expresses thoughts and feelings about ideas in a piece of writing 
 Begins to make simple inferences 
 Begins to consider ideas from reading in development of own opinions  
 Begins to identify a writer's point of view 

 
Features of the Textt 
Prose: 

• Text is familiar and has personal or general relevance, taken from everyday life. 
• Text is clear, easy to read print. 
• Page layout is well spaced, and may contain illustration/symbols, simple charts/graphs to 
provide context cues. 
• Contains concrete information with simple inferential meaning. 
• A page of short paragraphs, 200 words or less . 
 
 
* From Level Descriptions, Learning Outcome: Read with Understanding for Various Purposes, 1999. 

Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 
t From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions, 1999. 

Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 



 Mainly concrete with some abstract words. 
 Simple, compound and some complex sentences. 
 Generally follows natural order (subject, verb, object) with some inversions. 

 
Documents 

 Illustrations, diagrams, symbols, charts and graphs are clear and provide simple 
information. 

 
Conditions for the Activity 

 The learner reads the questions and answers either orally or in the written form, 
as time permits. 

 The assessor may help the learner by identifying unfamiliar words. Unfamiliar 
words are noted.  

 The learner may ask for clarification of the question, if necessary. 
 
How to Assess* 
Observation 

 By listening to the learner, determine if he/she is decoding words using phonics 
skills, if word parts are being used (e.g. "-tion" ), and/or using the context of the 
rest of the sentence to figure out what the word means. 

 Note whether the learner uses knowledge of basic grammar, predictable word 
patterns (reading in phrases) and sentence structure to understand what is read. 

 By watching the learner answer the questions, see if he/she is scanning the text 
for information. 

 Note whether the learner is using pre-reading cues - becoming oriented to how 
the text is set up. 

 
Ask Questions 

 Ask the learner to scan for required information. 
 Ask the learner questions that require him/her to follow simple instructions in the 

written form. 
 Ask the learner to tell what the reading material is about (the topic, the main idea 

and supporting details). 
 Ask a question that requires the learner to tell the difference between fact and 

opinion. 
 Ask the learner to relate his/her opinion to the opinions in the text. 
 Ask a questions that require the learner to make simple inference. 
 Ask a question that requires the learner to express his/her thoughts and feelings 

about ideas in the text . 

 
*. From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions 1999. Assessment 
Training Documents. Ontario Literacy Coalition. 
 



Assessor's Questions for 
Activities at Level 2 Reading 

Questions 
Silver City 
1. What kind of ad is this? 
2. What two theatres does it advertise? 
3. You want to see Runaway Bride on Thursday night. You want to see the 

early show. If you were going to Silver City, what time would the movie 
start? 

4. Which theatre would you go to if you wanted to see Arlington Road? 
5. Which theatre would be best for having a children's birthday party? 
 
Sale Flyer 
1. What is this ad for? 
2. Can you tell from looking at the ad what store it is for? 
3. Find 2 items you might buy for breakfast. What are they? How much do they 

cost? 
4. How many rolls of toilet paper do you get for $1.99? 
5. What brand of juice boxes can you get for 59 cents? 
6. What items can you buy for under $2.00? 
 
Want Ad 
1. What kind of document is this? 
2. You are looking for work as a driver. What 2 companies are hiring drivers? 
3. Which restaurant is looking for bartenders? 
4. You are interested in the cleaning job. How do you get more information 

about the job? 
5. How do you apply for a job at Red Lobster? 
6. How do you apply for the chef/kitchen manager job? 

Skill Set/s 
 

Read for Information and For Research 
Read for Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read for Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read for Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read for Information/Read and Comprehend 

 
 
 
 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read to Find Information and For Research 

Read for Information/Read and Comprehend 
 

Read for Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read to Find Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read to Find Information/Read and Comprehend 

 
 
 
 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read For Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read For Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read For Information/Read and Comprehend 

 
Read For Information/Read and Comprehend 
Read for Information/Read and Comprehend 

 
 
 
 



Questions 
Weather Forecast 
1. What is this text about? 
2. What date is it for? 
3. What is the current temperature? 
4. What will the weather be like on Wednesday 
5. You want to take your children to the beach. What day will be best for the trip? 
 
Working as a Daycare Worker 
1. Explain in your own words what the story is about. 
2. What kinds of tasks do daycare workers have to do? 
3. What is the average annual salary of a daycare worker? 
4. What are some things that might make working in a daycare centre hard? 
5. Is this story fiction or non-fiction? 
6. Do you have to go to college to work in a daycare centre? How do you know? 
 
On Welfare 

Oral 
1. In your own words, tell what the story is about. 
2. Who do you think wrote this story? 
Written 
1. What does the writer think about being on welfare? 
2. How did going to the settlement house help the woman? 
3. What does this woman want to do with her life? 
4. Why does the writer want to get off welfare? 
5. Do you agree when the writer says, "Welfare makes you feel like you're nothing"? 

Why or why not? 
 
 

Skill Set/s 
 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read to Find Information and For Research 

Read and Interpret 
Read and Retell 

 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read to Find Information and For Research 

Read and Interpret 
Read and Interpret 

Read for Information/Read and Interpret 
 
 
 

Read and Retell 
Read and Interpret 

 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Interpret 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
 

 
 

 

 



Questions 
Sam Buys a Newspaper 

Oral 
1. In your own words, tell what this story is about. 
Written 

1. Where did Sam stop on his way to the store? 
2. What did Mrs. Kay need at the store? 
3. What kind of newspaper did Sam buy for Mrs. Kay? 
4. Why was Mrs. Kay happy with the newspaper? 
5. Do you think that Sam knew the newspaper he was buying was in Greek? Why or 

why not? 
6. Describe a good deed that someone has done for you. How did getting help in that 

way make you feel? 
 
The Recovery 

Oral 
1. After reading, tell what the story is about in your own words. 
2. Is this fiction or non-fiction? 
Written 

1. Where did the mother and daughter live? 
2. What could the mother afford? 
3. How did the girl change as she was looking after the bird? 
4. What did the little girl want to celebrate? 
5. Why do you think that tears carne to the mother's eyes? 

 

Skill Set/s 
 
 

Read and Retell 
 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
 

Read and Interpret 
 
 
 

Read and Retell 
Describe Types of Text ... Form and Style 

 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
 

 

 

 

 



Silver City 

 

 



Questions for Silver City 
 
1. What is this ad? 
 
 
 
2. What two theatres does it talk about? 
 
 
 
3. You want to go see Runaway Bride on Thursday night. You want to see the 

early show. If you were going to Silver City, what time would the movie start? 
 
 
 
 
4. Which theatre would you go to if you wanted to see Arlington Road? 

 
 
 
 
5. Which theatre would be best for having a children's birthday party? Why? 
 

 

 

 

  



Sale Flyer 

 



Questions Sale Flyer 
 
1. What is this ad for? 
 
 
 
2. Can you tell from looking at the ad what store this is for? 
 
 
 
3. Find 2 items you might buy for breakfast. What are they? How much do they 
cost? 
 
 
 
4. How many rolls of toilet paper do you get for $1.99? 
 
 
 
5. What brand of juice boxes can you get for 59ct? 
 
 
 
6. What items can you buy for under $2.00? 
 
 
 
  



Want Ad 

 
 



Questions for Want Ad 
 
 
1. What kind of ad is this? 
 
 
 
2. You are looking for work as a driver. What 2 companies are looking for 
drivers? 
 
 
 
3. Which restaurant is looking for bartenders? 
 
 
 
4. You are interested in the cleaning job. How do you get more information about 
the job? 
 
 
 
5. How do you apply for a job at Red Lobster? 
 
 
 
6. How do you apply for the chef/kitchen manager job? 
 

 

  

  



Waterloo, Ontario 
 

Current Conditions 
Partly Sunny 

 

Temperature: 24.8 ·C 
Barometer: 101. 65 kPa (-) 
Wind Speed: S 11.2 km/h 
-Dew Point: 14.6 ·C 

Relative Humidity: 53% 

visibility: 24 km 

 

Latest Observation:  16:00 EDT 

23 August 1999 

 

[Imperial Units] [Last 24 hours) [Astronomical] [Definition of Terms] 
 
 

Local Forecast 

 

 

 

 



Questions Weather Forecast 
 
1. What is this? 
 
 
 
2. What date is it for? 
 
 
 
3. What is the current temperature? 
 
 
 
4. What will the weather be like on Wednesday? 
 
 
 
5. You want to take your children to the beach. What day will be best for your 
trip? Why? 
 
 
 
 
  



Average Annual Salary 

$29,100 
 

Working As: 
A Daycare Worker 

 
What Do You Do? 
 
Daycare workers work with children in daycare centres. They keep children busy, 
happy and calm. They get meals and snacks ready and settle the children down 
for naps. They help with games, arts and crafts and read stories to the children. 
Daycare workers tell parents about how the children are doing. 
 
Work Conditions 
Daycare centres may be found in schools, community 
centre, or other buildings. They are open from early in 
the morning until evenings. Daycare workers are paid 
by the hour, or may be on salary. 
 

Could You Be A Daycare Worker? 
Daycare workers must love children of all ages. They must be patient and caring. 
The should understanding what children need at different ages. Remember, you 

will set and example for the children. You 
need to understand and respect other 
people. You need to get well organised. 
Working in a daycare can be hard work, 
both physically and mentally. For this job, 

you need lots of energy. There is always something to do, and someone to look 
after. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

What Does It Take? 
 Be at least 18 years old 
 Have a high school 

diploma 
 Have an ECE diploma 



Questions for Working as a Daycare Worker 
 
Answer in Complete Sentences. 
 
1. Explain in your own words what the story is about. 
 
 
 
2. What kinds of tasks do daycare workers have to do? 
 
 
 
3. What is the average Annual salary of a daycare worker? 
 
 
 
 
4. What are some of the things that might make working in a daycare centre 
hard? 
 
 
 
5. Is this story fiction or non-fiction? 
 
 
 
 
6. Do you have to go to college to work in a daycare centre? How do you know? 
 
 
 
  



On Welfare 
 
Welfare makes you feel like you're nothing, like you're laying 

back and not doing anything. But you must understand, 

mothers work too. My house is clean. I've been scrubbing since 

this morning. You should check my clothes, all washed and 

ironed. I'm home and I'm working, so I'm a working mother. 

A while back, the people from the settlement house wanted 

to get welfare mothers interested in projects like cooking and 

sewing. I started going to the settlement house, and I began to 

see that I could talk and that I did have a brain. So I became a 

volunteer. 

I want to be a social worker. Somebody that is not indifferent, 

that bends and ear to everybody. I want to do something so that 

my children will not live on welfare when they grow up. 

 

  



Questions for On Welfare 
 
Answer these questions using complete sentences. 
 
1. What does the writer think about being on welfare? 
 
 
 
2. How did going to the settlement house help the woman? 
 
 
 
3. What does this woman want to do with her life? 
 
 
 
4. Why does the writer want to get off welfare? 
 
 
 
5. Do you agree when the writer says, "Welfare makes you feel like you're 
nothing"? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Sam Buys a Newspaper 
 
    Sam stopped to ask Mrs. Kay if she needed anything from the 
store. She was very old. Sam liked to help her. She asked him to buy 
her a newspaper. 
    The store was closed. Sam walked for a long time to another store. 
He asked for a newspaper. One was folded and put into his bag. 
    Sam gave Mrs. Kay the paper. She said "Oh Sam, you are so good. 
I have not seen a paper written in Greek for months!" 
    Sam was surprised, but he just said, "You're welcome, Mrs. Kay." 
 
 
 
  



Questions for Sam Buys a Newspaper 
 

Answer these questions using complete sentences. 
 
1. Where did Sam stop on his way to the store? 
 
 
 
2. What did Mrs. Kay want from the store? 
 
 
 
3. What kind of newspaper did Sam buy for Mrs. Kay? 
 
 
 
4. Why was Mrs. Kay happy with the newspaper? 
 
 
 
 
5. Do you think that Sam knew the newspaper he was buying was in greek? Why 

or why not? 
 
 
 
 
6. Describe a good deed that someone has done for you. How did getting help in 

that way make you feel? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Recovery 
A mother and her sick daughter lived in 3 small rooms. The mother worked 

every day. She worked hard, but could only afford to pay for rent, food, and 
cloths. Because of this, the little girl would stay quietly in bed at home while her 
mother was away. 

The mother worried about her daughter. If only she has someone to talk to or 
something to keep her mind busy. 

One morning as the mother was leaving for 
work, she saw a little hurt bird huddled on the 
windowsill. Her daughter insisted that it be 
brought in so she could care for it.  

That evening when the mother returned, the 
daughter was more talkative that she had been 
for a while. Every evening after that, she noticed 
that both the girl and the bird were improved. 
They seemed to draw strength from each other. 

Then one day, the mother returned home to 
find the table set. Tears came to the mother's 
eyes when the little girl said they must celebrate, 
for the bird was better. 
 
 
 
  



Questions for The Recovery 
 

Answer these questions using complete sentences. 

 
1. Where did the mother and daughter live? 
 
 
 
2. What could the mother afford? 
 
 
 
3. How did the girl change as she was looking after the bird? 
 
 
 
4. What did the girl want to celebrate? 
 
 
 
 
5. Why do you think that tears came from the mother's eyes? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Reading Activities
Level Three



Reading Level 3: Section 1 
Reading Prose & Documents 

 
Key Skills Embedded in the Task 

Features 8&Performance Indicators* 

Reading Strategies 
 Uses a variety of strategies (patterns of word structure, root words, prefixes & suffixes) to 

decode and determine the meaning of unfamiliar words 
 Uses knowledge of more detailed elements of grammar, language structures, spelling 

and punctuation to understand phrases and sentences 
 Draws on personal experience as well as reading experience to gather meaning from 

text 
 Skims to understand type of text; scans to find specific information 
 Adjusts reading speed to suit the type of reading and text 

Form and Content 
 Demonstrates a wider knowledge of various forms of writing such as articles, editorials 

or short essays from resources 
 Uses various conventions of formal texts to locate and interpret information (headings, 

index, parts of a letter, reference materials) 
 Gathers information from graphs and tables 

Comprehension 
 Follows written instructions 
 Identifies the topic and purpose of a piece of writing 
 Identifies the main idea and supporting details 

Interpretation 
 Makes reasonable judgements (predictions, conclusions) using evidence from the text 
 Recognises how one's own attitude may influence interpretation 
 Makes inferences 
 Considers ideas from reading in development of own opinions 

 
Features of the Textt

 

Prose: 

 Text is clear, and in a familiar form (e.g. editorial, letter, essay), with personal and/or 
general relevance. 

 May contain illustration/symbols, simple charts/graphs to support information/ideas. 
 Contains a combination of concrete and inferential meaning, some of it complex. 
 500 words or less (a page and a half of typewritten text). 
 Has a number of paragraphs that are plainly connected in sequence or ideas. 
 A combination of familiar and unfamiliar words . 

 
 
* From Level Descriptions, Learning Outcome: Read with Understanding for Various Purposes, 1999. Assessment Training 
Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 
t  From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions, 1999. Assessment 
Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 



 A variety of sentence structures, including complex and compound complex 
sentences. 

 Sentence length varies with a number over 25 words in length. Uses some 
unfamiliar phrases; phrases specific to writing. 

 
Documents 

 Illustrations, symbols, simple charts or graphs contain concrete information from 
which inferences can be made. 

 
Conditions for the Activity 

 The learner is asked to read at least one paragraph aloud. 
 The learner reads the questions and answers them either orally or in the written 

form, as time permits.  
 
How to Asses. * 
Observation 

 By listening to the learner, determine if he/she uses a variety of strategies to read  
unfamiliar words (phonics, knowledge of word parts, knowledge of grammar and 
punctuation, etc.). 

 Note if the learner reads fluently (at a reasonable pace, doesn't follow along with 
her finger). 

 Is the reading speed adjusted to aid comprehension? 
 By watching the learner, note if he/ she can use various parts/conventions of a 

text, chart or table (e.g. can he/she locate information in reference material, using 
subheadings, etc.). 

 
Ask Questions 

 Ask the learner to skim the text to get a general idea of its content. 
 Ask the learner to scan for specific information. 
 Ask the learner questions that require him/her to follow simple instructions in the 

written form. 
 Ask the learner to identify the main idea and supporting details. 
 Ask the learner to make reasoned judgements on the accuracy and reliability of 

the information in the text. 
 Ask a questions that require the learner to make an inference. 
 Ask a question that requires the learner to make a reasonable conclusion. 
 Ask the learner to identify the writer's point of view. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
*  From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions 1999. Assessment 
Training Documents. Ontario Literacy Coalition. 



Assessor's Questions for 
Activities at Level 3 Reading 

 
 
 
Questions 
Colds and Flu 

1. After scanning this document, tell what subject it discusses. What Important 
details does it discuss? 

2. What are the symptoms of a cold or flu? 
3. How can you treat a cold or flu? 
4. You work in a retirement home. Do you think you should get a flu shot? Why or 

why not? 
5. Which community groups prepared this fact sheet? 
6. Do you think the information in this fact sheet is accurate? Can you trust the 

information? Why or why not? 
 
 
Get-Rich-Quick Schemes: Do They Work? 

1. In your own words, summarize the main idea of this passage. 
2. What does the phrase, "dream merchant" mean? 
3. What is the author's opinion about get-rich-quick schemes? 
4. In the last paragraph the writer mentions "safer systems" for making money. 

what are two of the "safer systems" he talks about in the text? What does it 
take to make them work? 

5. What book is this passage adapted from? 
6. Based on what you've read, are you likely to get involved in a "get-rich-quick" 

scheme? Why or why not? 

Skill Set/s 
 

Read and Retell 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

 
Read and Interpret 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read and Interpret 

 
 
 

Read and Retell 
Read and Interpret 
Read and Interpret 

Read and Comprehend 
 
 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read and Interpret 

 
 
 
 
 



Questions 
Getting a Job: What Does it Take? 

Oral 
1. Before reading, tell me what you think this text will be about. 
2. Read the first paragraph aloud, and explain it in your own words. 
Written 
1. Scan the text and list the three main things that the author talks about in this text. 
2. Skim the text to find unfamiliar words. List the words on the lines below. 
3. Select two of the words you have listed above and look them up in the dictionary. 

Use each word correctly in a sentence. 
4. Summarise the things that the author thinks will help keep you motivated when 

looking for a job. 
5. The author states that looking for a job is a full-time job in itself. Explain why this is. 
6. Based on what you've read, how important is you attitude when looking for a job? 

How can a good attitude help the chances of getting a job? How can a bad attitude 
hurt them? 

 
Letter to the Editor: Single Moms 

Oral 
1. Where does this letter come from? What kind of letter is it? 
2. Read the second paragraph aloud and tell me what it is about. 
Written 
1. Explain the author's feelings about the government's decision to help single mothers 

go back to school. 
2. What has this single mother done to upgrade her academic skills? 
3. What do you think the author's opinion is of single mothers on welfare? 
4. Describe the difficulties that this mother had when she went back to school. 
5. What do you think about Ontario Works clients being asked to go to school or get 

jobs in order to get social assistance? Has this letter changed your opinion any? 
Why or why not? 

 
United Way Letter 
1. What is the purpose of the letter? 
2. What are some of the ways that this letter encourages you to give money? 
3. This letter suggests that one in three people in our community gets help from the 

United Way. Do you think this figure is accurate? What makes you thinks so? 

Skill Set/s 
 
 

Reading Strategies 
Read and Retell 

 
Reading Strategies 

Read and Comprehend 
Read to Find Information and For Research 

 
Read and Retell 

Read and Interpret 
Read and Interpret 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Read to Find Information and For Research 
Read and Retell 

 
 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
 
 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 



 

 

Questions 
The Nile Valley 

Oral 
1. Summarise what you have just read in your own words 
2. Is this a work of fiction or non-fiction? 
3. Were there any words that you didn't understand while you were reading? Do you know 

what they mean, now that you have finished the story? If not, look the Words up in the 
dictionary, and tell me in your own words what it (they) mean. 

Written 
1. Why was the Nile Valley a popular place to settle? 
2. What did the early settlers have to do to the land? 
3. What did the tribes do that allowed them to farm more land? 
4. Why did the different tribes need a leader to guide them? 
5. Why do you think that having control over the water made the one ruler powerful  
 

The Life of Not Being Able to Read 
1. In your own words, tell what this story is about. 
2. How did the writer manage to get to the 12th grade? 
3. What do you think was most important in convincing the writer to go back to school? 

Why? 
4. How do you think the father's drinking problem affected the writer's ability to learn? 
 
Ripley's Believe It or Not 
1. How did Robert Ripley turn his interest in baseball into a career? 
2. Considering Robert Ripley's life, why do you think that the Duke of Windsor called him 

"The Modern Day Marco Polo"? What did Ripley have in common with a famous 
explorer? 

3. Why do you think people enjoyed Ripley's newspaper column, radio and television show 
and museums so much? 

4. Why did Ripley's editor want him to change the name of his cartoon? Why was the title 
Believe It or Not more appropriate than Champs and Chumps? 

5. What personal qualities do you think Robert Ripley possessed that allowed the shy, 
young man from Santa Rosa to become a world-renowned celebrity? Give reasons for 
your answers. 

Skill Set/s 
 
 

Read and Retell 
Describing Types of Text ... Form and 

Style 
Decoding Skills 

 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
 
 

Read and Retell 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
Read and Interpret 

 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Interpret 

 
Read and Interpret 

 
Read and Interpret 

 
Read and Interpret 

 



 
The Flu is a lot like 

a cold but people 

often feel sicker 

with the flu. 
 

Plain Facts On Heath 
COLDS & FLUS 
 
 
Causes  Small germs called viruses 

 Usually spread through air by talking, coughing, sneezing 
 Can spread by touching someone with a cold or their used dishes & 

tissues 
 

Signs  Runny or blocked nose 
 Dry or sore throat 
 Cough 
 Fever over 38.5C  
 Aches and pains  
 Tiredness  
 Headaches   

Facts  There is no fast cure for a cold or flu. 
 Wash your hands often, especially before touching food, after blowing 

your nose, or covering a sneeze or cough. This will stop it from 
spreading. 
 

Treatment 1. Rest as much as possible 

 

2. Diet: Drink a lot of liquids, 6-8 glasses a day, but no 
milk. If you are hungry, eat nourishing food, but 
very little cheese or other things made with milk.  
 

3. Humidity: If you have a vaporizer, keep it running. 
If you don't fill your sink with very hot water, cover 
your head and sink with a large towel and breathe in 
the steam for 10 minutes 3 to 4 times a day. 
 

4. Medications: ASA is in aspirin. Acetaminophen is 
in Tylenol. They will bring down fever and help aches and pains. 
 
Do not give ASA or aspirin to: 

 children under 15; 
 anyone taking blood thinner (anticoagulant) medication; 
 people with stomach problems like ulcers. 

 
 

Causes 
Signs 
Facts 

Treatment 
 



Vitamin C: If you take it anyway, take 
more at the first sign of a cold and keep 
taking it until you feel better. 
 
Over the counter drugs: Things like 
Contact C may help you feel better but 
do not cure the viruses. Use these things 
carefully and for a short time. 
 

5. Stop Smoking: Nicotine stops the 
Vitamin C from working in your body and 
makes your nose and throat lining worse. 

 
6. Call a doctor if you have: 

 a sore throat for more than 3 days 
 a fever of over 39°C 
 an earache 
 green or yellow spit or matter from your nose 
 shortness of breath 
 chest pain 
 anything else that worries you 

 
7. Flu Shots: 
Some people should have them. Ask your 
doctor about them if: 

 you are over age 65 
 have heart of lung problems 
 have anemia 
 have problems with your immune system 
 are a health care worker 

 
 

Antibiotics like sulpha do not work on viruses and should not be used 

unless you also have a bacteria infection. 
 

Prepared by 
Sandy Hill Community Health Centre 

Centretown Community Health Centre 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Questions for Plain Facts on Health: Colds and Flus 
 
Answer these questions using complete sentences. 
 
1. By scanning this fact, tell what subject it discusses. What important details 

does it discuss? 
 
 
 
 
2. What are the symptoms of a cold of flu? 
 
 
 
 
3. How can you treat a cold or flu at home? 
 
 
 
 
4. You work in a retirement home. Do you think you should get a flu shot? Why or 

why not? 
 
 
 
 
5. Which groups prepared this fact sheet? 
 
 
 
 
6. Do you think the information fact sheet is accurate? Can you trust the 

information? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Get-Rich-Quick Schemes: Do They Work?
t
 

There are several dream merchants in the North American market. The dreams the sell involve 
the promise of riches overnight. These merchants say 
that you can: 

 Start a mail order business with no money down; 
 Get rich at a supersonic speed; 
 Buy real estate and sell it at a profit. You need so little to start with. You 

will have millions of dollars in no time; and 
 Buying gold and building the profits. If things go your way, you will be a 

millionaire within a year. 
 
These are the conservative ones! The far-out dream merchants advise you to but the stamps 
and coins that sell, play blackjack, use a betting system, stuff envelopes, think rich, get involved 
in chain letters, and so on. 
 
It does matter that these schemes are far-out. Our concern is, do they work? 
 
I do not know of anyone who got rich by stuffing envelopes or using betting systems. There are 
some exceptions, but such ideas are seldom sold through the mail for $10. Chain letters (which 
are generally illegal) may make you money if you start them and don't get arrested before you 
get rich. 
 
If everyone who bought one of these schemes got rich, then North America would be full of 
millionaires! It is my opinion that the dream merchants are the only ones getting rich. They 
depend on your $10 to pay their utility bills. 
 
How about the respectable ones? 
 
People can get rich in the mail order business, but it is hard work and definitely not the lazy  
person's way. Besides, what the books tell us, you need some seed money to really make it 
work. The same applies to the real estate business. 
 
These businesses, despite what the advertisements say, are not really "get-rich-quick" schemes 
but real businesses with the potential to make a lot of money. In order to succeed in these 
businesses you would need to work hard, invest enough seed money and keep going when 
others give up. 
 
Some get-rich-quick schemes, like buying gold, work and some do not. Those that work not 
always work. The safer systems either require a lot of work and money or are too risky for small 
investors. 
 
 
 
 
 
t Adapted from C. Chakrapani (1986) Financial Freedom on $5 a day. International Self-Counsel Press Ltd.: Toronto. 
Pages 6-8. 
 
Written by Yvonne Roussy 
 



Questions for Get-Rich-Quick Schemes: Do They Work 
 

 

Answer these questions in complete sentences. 

 
1. In you own words, summarize the main idea of this passage? 
 
 
 
 
2. What does the term "dream merchant" mean? 
 
 
 
 
3. What is the author's opinion about get-rich-quick schemes? 
 
 
 
 
4. In the last paragraph the writer mentions "safer systems" for making money. 
What are two of the "safer systems" he talks about in the text? What does it 
take to make them work? 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What book is this passage adapted from? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



6. Based on what you've read, are you likely to get involved in a "qet-rich-
quick" scheme. Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Getting A Job: What does it Take?
t
 

 
Emotions 
Anger and loss of Self-esteem may be a part of being unemployed. The first step in 
looking for a job is dealing with such emotions. Let's face it - it can be a stressful time 
and it is difficult to do things that have to be done when you may be dealing with 
feelings of anger and depression. 
 
Get Motivated 
Being unemployed isn't your fault. Many changes are taking place in today's economy 
that are simply beyond anyone's control. Tell your family and friends that you are 
looking for a job. Give them an opportunity to offer support. Share with them what you 
are doing each step of the way. 
 
Find a mentor. A mentor is someone to talk to - someone to help you with the job 
search process. Choose someone who will help keep you motivated when 
discouragement sets in. Sometimes you will meet someone who is negative and not 
supportive of your job search. Keeping a positive attitude is important, don't let them 
discourage you. 
 
Realise that your abilities, skills, education and training haven't disappeared. Make a list 
of your accomplishments. They will show you that you have valuable experience that an 
employer will want. Being unemployed also offers an opportunity to change careers and 
to try and learn new things. Youmay have enjoyed your previous job, but there are other 
things that you may enjoy even more. You owe it to yourself to give them a try. 
 
You don't have to do it all in one day. Stay focused by setting realistic goals for what 
you are going to do each day. Start you job search activities early in the morning. Not 
only does it spur you on, but you also don't miss important prospects. 
 
Commitment 
One of the things that many people do not realise is that looking for a job is a full time 
job in itself. It takes a lot of time and commitment in order to get good results. If you 
don't follow up on leads and take action in an organised way, you may lose out on a job 
your really wanted. 
 
When staring to look for a job, it is important to gather everything you will need for your 
search. Find a quiet place to work, away from any distractions. You will also need 
access to a telephone, a word processor or typewriter, and a note pad and pens to write 
down prospects and  ideas. 
Looking for a job is often a "numbers game". It may take longer than you expected to 
find anew job but be positive - eventually it will happen. What you need most is 
persistence and  hard work. 
 
t An excerpt from Getting your Foot in the Door. Human Resources Development Canada. 
Adapted by Yvonne Roussy 



 

Questions for Getting A Job: What does it Take? 
1. Scan the text and list the three main things that the author talks about in this 
text. 
 
 
2. Skim the text to find unfamiliar words. List the words on the lines below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Select two of the words you have listed above and look them up in the 
dictionary. Use each correctly in a sentence. 
a) _ 
 
 
b) _ 
 

 

 

Read the text and answer the following questions 

 
4. Summarise the things that the author thinks will help kept you motivated 
when looking for a job. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. The author states that looking for a job is a full-time job itself. Explain why 
this is. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
6. Based on what you've read, how important is your attitude when looking for a 
job? How can a good attitude help the chances of getting a job? How can a bad 
attitude hurt them? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Struggle helps teen moms 
Anna Chapman 
 
September 22, 1999 
 

I am a 26-year-old single mom. I have two boys aged 
seven and two. I had my first son when I was 18. 
 
When my older son was 18 months old, I went back to 
high school to finish my diploma. While I was completing 
my studies, my son was hospitalized with asthma and has 
surgery due to the repeated ear infections. I had many 
sleepless nights between my son being ill and having to 
do my homework, but I did it and I managed. 
 
I'm glad Premier Mike Harris is making teen moms go 
back to high school because it will help their self-esteem. 
 
Now I am upgrading my academics at the local 
community college despite a daily two-hour bus ride each 
way. When I am finished, I am moving on to university so 
I can follow my lifelong dream of becoming a teacher. 
 
The humiliation of being on "the system" has made me 
work harder to make a better life for me and my boys. 
The best thing teenage moms can do is struggle just a 
little to make it easier in the long run for themselves and 
their children. 
 
Anna Chapman 
 
Kitchener 

 



Questions for Letter to the Editor: Single Moms 
 

Read the Letter to the editor, and answer the following questions. 
 
1. Explain the author's feelings about the government's decision to help single 

mothers go back to school? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What has this single mother done to upgrade her academic skills? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What do you think the author's opinion is of single mothers on welfare? What 

makes you think that? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Describe the difficulties that this mother had when she went back to school. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. What do you think about Ontario Works clients being asked to go to school or 
get jobs in order to get social assistance? Has this letter changed your opinion 
any? Why or why not? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
Dear Community Friend, 
 
Public health officials estimate that one in five children in the Waterloo Region lives in poverty. 
But last year, thanks to the House of Friendship's Emergency Food Hamper Program, over 23,000 
hampers were distributed to adults and children in need across the region. 

 
United Way of Kitchener-Waterloo and Area needs your help to support programs like this one, 
which better our community and provide relief to those in need - many of whom are children. 
 
Although many of us choose to keep life's challenges private and you may not always know 
what your generosity means to others in times of strain, you can take comfort in knowing that 
your gift can make a tremendous difference in the lives of thousands of people. United Way is 
very pleased this year to be able to highlight some very special relationships – those who have 
used the services and those who have provided the services. Thanks to the dedication of 
thousands of community volunteers, more than 50 member agencies (over 85 programs) are 
able to improve the quality of life in our community. Please take a moment to meet just a few of 
these partners in the enclosed brochure. 
 
For only a dollar a week -less than the price of a cup of coffee- you can help so many people 
begin to turn their lives around. Your contribution of only $52.00 a year can help one in three 
people in our community with services like the following: 

 K-W Counselling Services Inc. - violence prevention for children at risk 
 The Working Centre - job skills workshops for those trying to enter or reenter the workforce 
 Woolwich Community Services - the Growing Together program for single parents with young  

children 
 K-W Extend-a-Family Association - the Family Respite Program, which aids families with a 

loved one who is developmentally handicapped 
 
By contributing to the United Way's Fall Fundraising Campaign you can help those in need find 
hope when they need it most, because when we invest in our community, we invest in 
ourselves. 
 
Please join me in supporting United Way ,because without YOU ,there is no Way! 
 
Yours truly; 

 
Paul Kuntz 
1999'Volunteer Campaign Chair 
 

ps: Please come to the fundraising 
celebration Friday, November 26 
at 8 a.m. at the Waterloo Inn. We 
would love to see you. 

Marsland Centre, 11th Floor,20 Erb Street West, Waterloo, Ontario 

N2L IT2 

Phone: (519) 888-6100 Fax: (519) 888-7737 www.united-way-

kw.org 



Questions for United Way Letter 
 
1. What is the purpose of the letter? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What are some of the ways that this letter encourages you to give money? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. This letter suggests that one in three people in our community get help from 

the United Way. Do you think this figure is accurate?  
What makes you think so? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Nile Valley 
 
The early settlers in the Nile Valley had to root out the jungle and drain the 
marshes. Once it was clearer, the flood-enriched soil produced good crops. The 
rich soil caused many tribes to come and settle in the valley. In time, some of the 
tribes learned that more land could be farmed if there was water for the long dry 
season. They worked hard to build a lake in which to store the water. They dug 
miles of canals and ditches to distribute the water to the fields. 
 
This was a large task, which required the work of many tribes. Out of common 
need the many different tribes had one leader plan and direct their work. Once 
the water system was built, the leader supervised its repair and controlled the 
flow of water into the canals. Through his control of the water, he became a 
powerful ruler. 
 
  



Questions for The Nile Valley 
 

Answer the following questions using complete sentences and paragraphs. 
 
 
1. Why was the Nile Valley a popular place to settle? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What did the early settlers have to do to the land? 
 
 
 
 
3. What did the tribes do that allowed them to farm more land? 
 
 
 
 
4. Why did the different tribes need one leader to guide them? 
 
 
 
 
5. Why do you think that having control over the water made the one ruler 

powerful? What have you read that makes you think that? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Life of Not Being Able to Read 
 
Going through school was very difficult for me because our family had an alcohol 
problem. My dad drank all the time. When he drank he got real mean and he 
would beat my mother, so that we frequently had to leave home. I had a lot of 
trouble learning because I would be thinking of last night or what was going to 
happen tonight. My dad would repeatedly tell me that I was dumb and stupid. I 
heard this so much that I started to believe him. 
 
Trying to fake reading was getting more difficult. I had to rely on friends to assist 
me with homework or help me in class. I also had to depend on my younger 
brother. I made it through to 12th grade, and three months before I was to 
graduate, I dropped out and went into the Marine Corps. 
 
After I was honorably discharged from the Corps, I got married and we had two 
girls. I never told my wife I could not read. I always relied on her to read things. I 
would look at a document quickly, pass it to her, and she would explain it to me. 
Every day was a life of fear, trying to get through, and hoping no one would ask 
me to read something. I was so afraid of losing my job, or that my friends would 
find out, that I was losing my sense of self-worth. 
 
I called a friend and she talked me into going for help. I saw a counselor and 
talked about how I felt, and I realized that a lot of my difficulties were not my fault 
and that I had my wife and two great girls. I felt better and started getting 
involved with my daughters' school. One evening I attended a parent workshop at 
the junior high school where my youngest attended. They told us that there are 
things we can do to give our children more self-confidence and develop an 
interest in reading, so the kids feel good about themselves. Going home that 
night, I told my wife I felt really angry that that kind of assistance was not 
available for me when I was in school. After this I made up my mind and joined a 
literacy program to get my GED. 
 
  



Questions for The Life of Not Being Able to Read 
 
Answer these questions using complete sentences. 
 
 
1. In your own words, tell what this story is about. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How did the writer manage to get to the 12th grade? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What do you think was most important in convincing the writer to go 
back to school? Why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How do you think the father's drinking problem affected the writer's 
ability to learn? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

The Story of Robert Ripley1 

 

Robert Ripley was born in Santa Rosa, California on December 25, 1893. As a boy, he taught 
himself to draw, and became quite talented. He sold his first drawing to Life magazine for $8.00 
at the age of 14. 
 
He was also a natural athlete, who dreamed of becoming a Big League pitcher. His dreams 
nearly came true, but during his first professional game, he broke his arm and couldn't play 
anymore. Instead of giving up, Ripley turned to his other talent, drawing, to make a living. 
 
His first job was working as a sports cartoonist for the San Francisco Chronicle. After that, he 
went to New York City and got a job with the New York Globe. While working at the Globe, 
Ripley created a cartoon of strange facts and feats in the sporting world. His collection was first 
called "Champs and Chumps", but his editor wanted to have a name that would describe how 
amazing the athletic feats were. They thought about it for a long time, and finally decided on 
"Believe It Or Not". Very soon, thousands of readers were enjoying Robert Ripley's cartoons. 
 
Travel was Ripley's passion. During his career, he travelled all over Europe, Central and South 
America, China and the Orient, North Africa, New Zealand, Tibet and Russia. When added up, 
his travels are equal to 18 trips around the world! Everywhere he went, Ripley found strange 
customs, oddities of nature and strange stories. He collected stories and artifacts. He took 
pictures wherever he went, and used his unbelievable stories to create his column in the 
newspaper. 
 
In 1929, Ripley published his first book. It sold more than half a million copies, and stayed on 
the best-seller list for months. In the 1930's and 40's, Ripley reached millions of Americans with 
a newspaper column and a radio show. He was the first man to broadcast by radio from 
Australia to New York. A television show followed soon after. Robert Ripley had become a living 
legend. 
 
Ripley died in 1949, a the age of 55. During his lifetime, he went from being a shy young man 
from California to the first cartoonist millionaire. But the legend lives on! The "Believe It Or Not" 
cartoon is still published in hundreds of newspapers around the world. Every year, hundreds of 
thousands of people flock to the Ripley's Believe It Or Not Museums in the USA, Canada, 
Mexico, England, Denmark, Hong Kong and even Thailand. 
 
If you're interested in 6-legged cows, grocery bag sculptures or the world's smallest pool table, 
visit the museum in Niagara Falls, Ontario and ...BELIEVE IT OR NOT! 
 
 
1 Adapted from Karen Kemlo. Ripley's Believe It Or Not: A Guide, Seventh Edition. Ripley Entertainment Inc. and 
Ripley's Believe It Or Not! A division of Jim Patteson Industries Ltd. 1997. 



Questions for Ripley's Believe It Or Not 
 
Answer these questions as completely as possible, using good sentence 
and paragraph form. Explain your answers fully, based on your reading. 
 
1. How did Robert Ripley turn his interest in baseball into a career? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Considering Robert Ripley's life, why do you think the Duke of Windsor called 

him "The Modern Day Marco Polo"? What did Ripley have in common with a 
famous explorer? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Why do you think people enjoyed Ripley's newspaper column, radio and 

television show and museums so much? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



4. Why did Ripley's editor want him to change the name of his cartoon? Why was 
the title "Believe It Or Not" more appropriate than "Champs and Chumps"? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What personal qualities do you think Robert Ripley possessed that allowed the 

shy, young man from Santa Rosa to become a world-renowned celebrity? 
Give reasons for your answers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Reading Activities
Level Four



Reading Level 4: Section 1 
Reading Prose & Documents 

 
Key Skills Embedded in the Task 
 

Features a. Performance Indicators* 

Reading Strategies 
 Uses a variety of more complex strategies (word origins and derivations) to decode and 

determine the meaning of new vocabulary independently. Can determine the meaning of 
unfamiliar words based on these strategies. 

 Uses knowledge of elements of more complex grammar, language structures, spelling, 
punctuation and some stylistic devices to understand phrases and sentences 

 Draws more deeply on personal experiences and on a wider variety of reading 
experiences to gather meaning from the text 

 Skims to get an overview of the content; scans to find specific information 
 Selects an appropriate reading strategy (skimming and scanning) 

Form and Content 
 Demonstrates a knowledge of elements and style in a variety of forms of writing 
 Uses a variety of conventions of formal texts (appendices, graphs, tables, footnotes and 

more complex reference resources) to locate and interpret information for a variety of 
purposes 

 Reads independently from a variety of materials but may require help choosing reading 
material for a specific purpose 

Comprehension 
 Follows increasingly complex written instructions 
 Identifies the topic and purpose in writing 
 Cites details that support the main idea 

Interpretation 
 Continues to make judgments based on evidence 
 Makes more complex inferences 
 Develops and clarifies own points of view by examining the ideas of others 
 Identifies a writer's perspective; distinguishes between logical and illogical arguments, 

objectivity and prejudice 
Features of the Textt

 

Prose: 

 Text is in a more complex form (e.g. editorial, letter, essay, interview), with more 
complex subject matter and levels of meaning, including symbolic meanings. 

 May contain different visual content to expand on information/ideas. 
 Text length may vary, depending on the complexity of the text and assessment time and 

purpose . 
 
*. From Level Descriptions, Learning Outcome: Read with Understanding for Various Purposes, 1999. 

Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 
t From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions, 1999. 

Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 



 A number of sophisticated words, uncommon to speech, appropriate to the 
context and purpose of the text. 

 A combination of concrete and abstract words, with some symbolic language. 
 A variety of sentence styles and structures, varied in length with a number over 

25 words in length. 
 
Documents 

 Text makes use of appendices, graphs, tables, charts, footnotes and/or endnotes 
to support the main idea. 

 Charts, graphs and tables have a more complex format and communicates more 
than one central idea which relate to the subject of the document. 

 
Conditions for the Activity 

 The learner is asked to read at least one paragraph aloud. 
 The learner reads the questions and answers them either orally or in the written 

form, as time permits. 
 
How to Assess* 
Observation 

 By listening to the learner, determine if he/she uses a variety of strategies to read 
unfamiliar words (phonics, knowledge of word parts origins and derivations, 
knowledge of grammar and punctuation, etc.). 

 By watching the learner, note if he/she can use a variety of conventions such as 
index, appendix, and footnotes to find information? 

 
Ask Questions 

 Ask the learner to skim the text to get a general idea of its content. 
 Ask the learner to scan for specific information. 
 Ask the learner questions that require him/her to follow more complex 

instructions in the written form. 
 Ask the learner to identify the main idea and supporting details. 
 Ask the learner to make judgments based on evidence in the text. 
 Ask a questions that require the learner to make more complex inferences. 
 Ask the learner to identify the writer's perspective, distinguish between logical 

and illogical arguments, objectivity and prejudice. 
 Ask the learner to develop and clarify his/her own point of view by examining 

ideas in the text . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Assessor's Questions for 
Activities at Level 4 Reading 

 
 
 
 

Questions 
Skill Workers in Demand 

Oral 
1. What does this news story cover? 
Written 
1. After reading the news article, list 3 reasons for the labour shortage in Waterloo Region. 
2. Based on the last 2 paragraphs of the article, do you think Mayor Joan McKinnon is concerned about 

the labour shortage? Why or why not? 
3. If you had experience in the construction trade, would you consider leaving a full-time job elsewhere 

to take a construction job right now? Refer to the article to support your position. 
4. Based on the table found on page 4 of this article, answer the following questions:  

a) For what month do these figures apply? 
b) What was the unadjusted unemployment rate for the Greater Toronto Area in September, 1999? 
c) What was the unadjusted unemployment rate for Ontario in September, 1999?  
d) Compare the Toronto unemployment rate to the figures listed in the newspaper article for 

Waterloo Region. Do you think finding a job in Waterloo Region would be harder or easier than 
finding a job in Toronto? 

e) The unemployment rate stated in the news article for the country, as a whole, is 7.5%. The table 
states that Canada has an unemployment rate of 7.4%. Which figure do you think is more 
accurate? Give your reasons. 

 

Editorial: Changes to the 401 
1. What is the author's main point? 
2. Name 3 improvements that the government recommends. 
3. The author feels that Transportation Minister David Turnball's remarks about conditions on highway 

401 were "insensitive". Explain in your own words how you think the author came to this conclusion. 

Skill Set/s 
 
 

Read and Retell 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Interpret 

 
Read and Interpret 

 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
 
 

Read and Interpret 
 
 
 
 
 

Read and Retell 
Read and Retell 

Read and Interpret 



 
 
Questions 
Trends: When was the last time you bought a buggy whip? 
1. Read this article on the affects of technological change on the labour force. Then, choose 

One of the four questions listed below and write an essay answering the question. Use you 
Own personal knowledge and information contained in the article in your response. Be Sure 
to give credit when using one of the author's ideas. 
a) How has technology changed the way you work? 
b) How will coming computer innovations e.g. multimedia and country-wide networks affect 

our lives? 
c) What's the best way to educate people who must work in an increasingly technological 

environment? 
d) What kind of job opportunities are there in the Information Age? 

 
More Than A Job 

Oral 
1. Where does this passage originate? How do you know?  
Written 
1. After reading this passage, explain in your own words what makes work "Two-sided",  
2. How does the title More Than A Job relate to the article?  
3. Considering what you have read, how do you think education can earn the respect of 

others?  
4. How do you feel about work? Is it a place of "swellinq dreams" or "dashed hopes"?  Refer to 

the article and explain what makes it this way for you? 

Skill Set/s 
 

Read and Interpret 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read to Find Information and For 
Research 

 
 

Decoding Skills 
Describe Types of Text ... Form 

and Style 
Read and Interpret 
Read and Interpret 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Skilled workers in demand 
 
Rose Simone 
RECORD STAFF 
October 16, 1999 

 
The building boom coupled with the low 
unemployment rate in Waterloo Region, has produced 
a shortage of skilled construction trades people, 
industry officials and politicians say. 
 
Some predicts the acute labour shortage could last up 
to two years because of all the big construction projects 
that are suddenly happening. 
 
Waterloo Mayor Joan McKinnon said developers have 
told her they've been bringing in skilled trades people 
from as far away as the east coast of Canada because 
there aren't enough trained people available for 
projects here. 
 
She said builders are also experiencing materials 
shortages because of the boom - when they try to get 
a particular colour of brick, for example, it may not be 
available. 
 
Mark VanDongen, president of the Waterloo Region 
Home Builders Association, confirmed there has been a 
materials and labour shortage in the housing 
construction industry which has been acutely felt for 
the past four or five months. 
 



The region may be a victim of its own success. The most recent figures indicate the 
region had the lowest unemployment rate in the country in September - 4.9 per cent. 
The national average is 7.5 per cent. 
 
In the housing market, the skilled labour shortage exists "pretty much across the board" 
in the foundation, structural and mechanical trades, VanDongen said. 
 
It involves everything from laying foundations and bricks to finishing carpentry and 
drywall taping, to installing plumbing, heating and electrical wiring. 
 
The industry is projecting 66,000 housing starts this year in Ontario, compared to 
35,000 in 1991, he said. 
 
"We've been seeing a steady growth of around 20 per cent, year to year." 
 
Many of the apprentices who were laid off in the recession in the early 1990s have since 
found steady jobs in various other industries and are no longer available for construction 
work, VanDongen said. 
 
VanDongen said the skilled trades labour force is also aging and these are physically 
demanding jobs. 
 
That means people are as willing to put in extra hours on projects, especially in the 
latter half of the year. 
 
Meanwhile, a boom in large commercial and industrial building projects in the Toronto, 
Waterloo Region, Hamilton and Niagara areas will make the labour shortages more 
acute over the next two years. 
 
The commercial and industrial jobs tend to be unionized jobs that pay better, so workers 
prefer those jobs. That adds to the labour shortage pressures on the housing side. 
 
Gary Sutton, a business representative with the Central Ontario Regional Council of 
Carpenters, Drywall and Allied Workers, said shortages of skilled labour are cyclical, 
depending on the time of year and how many projects are going on. 
 
But he said that, within about a month, there could be "an extreme shortage" in the 
supply of skilled journeyman carpenters and drywallers at big commercial and industrial 
building sites 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The industry is predicting the labour shortage could last up to two years, he said. 
 
"There are major projects kicking off in Toronto, such as the expansion at the airport, 
and that's going to drain the manpower that is available," Sutton said. 
 
Throughout this part of Ontario, many large projects are now slated to start - schools, 
hospitals and nursing home expansions, commercial buildings and apartment 
complexes. Sutton said. 
 
"For a number of years, we didn't see a tower crane in Kitchener. Now we're seeing that 
again. The market is rebounding," he said. 
 
But McKinnon said there was a similar situation in 1989, when the economy was 
booming. Just as suddenly, it crashed. 
 
"It's too bad we can't smooth some of these cycles out," McKinnon said. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  



Unemployment Rates: York Region 
Human Resource Development Canada (HRDC) 

Unemployment Figures - September, 1999 
 
Region 

 

Measure Unadjusted Data  
Three Month Moving Average 

Changes 

(Population 
15+) 

Sept. '99 Aug. '99 Sept. '98 Month to 
Month 

Year to 
Year 

Toronto 
Area 

 

Unemployment 
Rate 

6.4% 6.5% 7.1% Down.1% Down.7% 

Participation 
Rate 

68.8% 69.2% 69.2% Down.4% Down.4% 

Greater 
Toronto 
Area 

 

Unemployment 
Rate 

6.5% 6.5% 7.2% No 
Change 

Down.7% 
 

 
Participation 
Rate 

68.9% 69.3% 69.1% Down.4% Down.2% 

Ontario 

 
Unemployment 
Rate 

6.4% 6.5% 7.1% Down.1% Down.7% 

Participation 
Rate 

67.5% 67.9% 67.2% Down.4% Up.3% 

Canada 

 
Unemployment 
Rate 

7.4% 7.4% 8.0% Down.2% Down.6% 

Participation 
Rate 

66.7% 67.1% 66.4% Down.4% Up.3% 

 
 
Source: HRDC: Ontario Regional Economist, based on Statistics Canada data - Labour 
Force Survey - October 1999. 
 
 
  



Questions for Skilled Workers in Demand 
 

 

Answer these questions using complete sentences and paragraphs. 

 

 
1. After reading the news article, list 3 reasons for the labour shortage in 

Waterloo Region. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Based on the last 2 paragraphs of the article, do you think Mayor Joan 

McKinnon is concerned about the labour shortage? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. If you had experience in the construction trade, would you consider leaving a 

full-time job elsewhere to take a construction job right now? Refer to the 
article to support your position. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4. Based on the table found on page 4 of this article, answer the following 

questions: 
a) For what month do these figures apply?  
 
b) What was the unadjusted unemployment rate for the Greater Toronto Area 

in September 1999? In September 1998?  
 
c) What was the unadjusted unemployment rate for Ontario in September 

1999? 
 
 
d) Compare the Toronto unemployment rate to the figures listed in the 

newspaper article for Waterloo Region. Do you think finding a job in 
Waterloo Region would be harder or easier than finding a job in Toronto? 
Explain your answer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
e) The unemployment rate stated in the news article for the country, as a 

whole is 7.5%. The table states that Canada has an unemployment rate of 
7.4%. Which figure do you think is more accurate? Give your reasons. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  



 

 

  

Changes to 401 are In 

the right lane 
 
KITCHENER WATERLOO RECORD 
September 21. 1999 

 
Not a minute too soon, the provincial government has started 
making Highway 401 safer for the thousands of people who use it 
each day. 
 
Transportation Minister David Turnbull deserves support for 
announcing last week that the government will significantly 
improve the 401 between London and Windsor, particularly the 
66-kilometre stretch from London to Chatham known as "carnage 
alley". The minister was responding to a report that recommends 
numerous improvements on that part of the highway. 
 
In fact, Turnbull pledged to do more than the report calls for. 
 
The improvements include paving the shoulder, installing rumble 
strips to warn drivers when they veer off the highway, using "eat's 
eyes" to mark lanes on curves, posting more signs about speeding 
and seatbelts, and increasing the number of police and truck 
inspectors on the highway. 
 
These are all worthy measures. The government felt compelled to 
make them after 13 people died this year on the 66-kilometre 
strip and after eight others died this month in a car crash near 
Windsor. That crash may have been particularly significant in 
prompting government to take the 401 situation more seriously. 
Speaking a few days before it occurred, Turnbull drove the 
dangerous route and said he had had a pleasant drive and that the 
highway looked good to him. His remarks were insensitive at best. 
 
To be fair, is should be said that the cause of some of these fatal 
accidents, and particularly the Windsor crash, could well be more 
the fault of the humans than the highway itself. But the minister is 
wise to have an open mind about the highway. 

 



He should continue to have an open mind about other factors that would make the road safer. Everything 
should be considered from better bumpers on trucks to heavier fines for speeding and more 
signs warning about them. The government should also consider using photo radar on particularly 
dangerous stretches of the highway. Turnbull, however said that "photo radar is not on the 
table". 
 
That's a thought he should consider. Of course, it would be embarrassing for a Conservative government 
to support photo radar because Conservatives dropped it shortly after the 1995 election. But, since the 
Tories have allowed cameras to be used to check vehicles going through red lights, how can they not 
consider photo radar? When lives are at stake, all ideas should be on the table. 
 
SUMMARY - 
The province should review all possible ways of making Highway 401 safer. 
 
 

 
 

  



Questions for Changes to the 401 
 
Answer these questions using complete sentences and paragraph form. 
 
1. What is the Author's main point? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Name 3 improvements that the government recommends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. The author feels that Transportation Minister David Turnbull's remarks about 
conditions on highway 401 were "insensitive", Explain in your own words how 
the author carne to this conclusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

When was the last 
time you bought 
a buggy whip? 
 

Imagine yourself back to the year 1905. You work for a company 
that manufactures buggy whips. 
 
You learned leatherworking form your father, and your skills have 
guaranteed you steady employment since you were 14 years old. 
You don't worry about the future, because people will always need 
horses, buggies and buggy whips. 
 
Those new-fangled automobiles? They're expensive, unreliable and 
dangerous - just a passing fad! 
 

Technological change is nothing new. Just imagine 

yourself back to the year 1905. 
 
Canadian workers today are in a situation similar to that faced by 
workers a hundred years ago. Technology has created hundreds of 
new products, making old ones obsolete. 
 
Our economy is no longer fuelled by selling natural resources or 
mass manufactured products. More and more Canadians are 
working for industries that market ideas, information and 
technology, including software developers, telecommunications 
companies, and businesses that develop and manufacture 
instruments such as robotics and computer controls. 
 
The incredible advances in knowledge and technology are 
changing our work and lifestyles so completely that many people 
are calling the 1990s the dawn of the Information Age - a time 
when ideas and knowledge are the main forces in the development 
of new goods and services. 
 

Jobs in the future will be constantly changing. 
 



The leatherworker only knew one skill - how to work leather into 
buggy whips. If you're looking for a job in today's economy, you hay 
have to add a few skills to those you already have. 
 
Whatever kind of job you're looking for, chances are it now requires 
some computer skills. For example, if you want a secretarial job, you'll 
have to learn word-processing and electronic filing systems. If you're 
interested in shipping and warehousing, you're going to need to be 
familiar with computerized dispatch and inventory controls. 
 
Acquiring these skills may mean some computer training and learning 
some basic math skills. It may mean sharpening your communications 
skills in reading and writing. 
 
The most important skill, however, is one you probably already 
possess - the ability to be flexible and adaptable. Change in the 
Information Age is happening so quickly that no job will remain the 
same. 
 

"On a cold, wet Canadian winter night, there's nothing like crawling 

into bed with your laptop and curling up with a good disk. " Frank 
Ogden, Canadian futurist 
 

Technology Keeps Changing the products We Buy for Everyday Use 
 
In 1900: 
Corsets 
Stereoscopes - allowed viewers to see pictures in 3-D 
Wax Cylinder records for gramophones 
Wood stoves 
Gas lamps 
 
In 1950: 
Girdles 
Black and white televisions 
Vinyl long-playing records 
Electric and gas stoves 
Electric lights 
 
1990: 
Pantihose 
Colour televisions 
CDs and CD players 
Microwaves 
Halogen hi-intensity lights 
 
In 2025?? 
LadderLess Pantihose - stockings that won't run 
Virtual-reality television - puts viewer into picture 
MicroSound - earplug-sized stereo systems 
Laser cookware - pots that cook on their own 
GlowWalls - electrified paint that illuminates a room 
 
 



 
 
 

Questions for Trends: When was the last time you 
bought a buggy whip? 

 
Read this article on the affects of technological change on the labour force. 
Then, choose one of the four questions listed below and write an essay 
answering the questions. Use your own personal knowledge and 
information contained in the article in your response. (Read and Interpret) 

 

Your essay should be approximately 5 organised paragraphs, that link 
together to convey a main idea to an adult reader, with an interest in the 
changing needs of labour. Be sure to use appropriate grammar, 
punctuation and spelling. Use words and phrases that are appropriate for 
the situation and the affect you are trying to create. 
 
You will have 45 minutes to complete the task. Use the last 5 minutes to 
proofread and edit your essay. 
 
 
1. How has technology changes the way you work? 
 
2. How will coming computer innovations, e.g. multimedia and country-wide 

networks, affect our lives? 
 
3. What's the best way to educate people who must work in an increasingly 

technological environment? 
 
4. What kind of job opportunities are there in the Information Age? 
 
 
 
  



More Than a Job 
 
Before becoming a teacher, I worked for seven years as a taxi driver and six years as a 
machinist and maintenance mechanic in a factory. One thing that always amazed me 
was the way some people seemed to spend their whole lives at work. They would get to 
work at 6:30 a.m. even though the job didn't start until 8:00 a.m. They would stay late 
and come in on Saturdays, even if they did not really need the extra money. 
 
Some of those people may have been escaping unpleasant situations at home. But I 
believe that for many, if not for most of them, something more was going on. In some 
fundamental way, work was the place that defined for them who they were. This is 
probably true for many of us; work is one of the central experiences of our lives. It's the 
place where we feel the most productive, where we engage in real collaborative social 
relationships, where we feel affirmed as human beings. 
 
On the other hand, work is also the place where a lot of us feel the most exploited, 
where we have the least control over how we spend out time, and where we are most 
bored. 
 
These dynamics of personal experience, social relations, hope, and disillusionment are 
what make work so interesting, so complex, so contradictory, so many things at once. 
Work is two-sided: full of anger and courage, happiness and sadness, swelling dreams 
and dashed hopes. For women, for black and Latino people, and for others in this 
society, the situation is even more complex. Women, in particular, often work both at 
home and in the workplace. Those who have paying jobs often find their options limited 
and face harassment when they make non-traditional choices. People of colour 
encounter discrimination and prejudice at work. These problematic aspects of work 
provide the focus for the reading and writing curriculum at the Open Book. 
 
Many of the prospective students who come to the Open Book for classes, identify 
passing the General Education Development (GED) tests as one of their main goals. 
But it has been my experience that people who have not been to school for years, or 
whose past academic experiences were negative, often have buried beneath their 
desire for a GED and better job a whole series of deeper yearnings and wishes. They 
yearn for a broad education to know more about the world, to get "respect". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from "To the Reader" in More Than a 

Job, by John Gordon, New Readers Press, 1991. 



 
 

Questions for More Than a Job 
 

Answer these questions using complete sentences and paragraphs. 
 
1. After reading this passage, explain in your own words what makes work "Two-

sided". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How does the title More Than A Job relate to the article? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Considering what you have read, how do you think education can earn the 

respect of others? 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
  



4. How do you feel about work? Is it a place of "swellinq dreams" or "dashed 
hopes"? Refer to the article and explain what makes it this way for you? 
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Reading Level 5: Section 1 
Reading Prose & Documents 

 
Key Skills Embedded in the Task 

Features & Performance Indicators * 

Reading Strategies 
 Uses a wide variety of complex strategies (knowledge of word analysis techniques) to 

decode and determine the meaning of unfamiliar words independently 
 Uses knowledge of complex grammar, language structures, spelling, punctuation and 

numerous stylistic devices (e.g. symbolic language) to understand phrases and 
sentences 

 Draws more deeply on personal experiences and on a much wider variety of reading 
experiences to gather meaning from the text  

 Selects appropriate reading strategies (skimming, scanning) 
Content and Form 

 Demonstrates a knowledge of the elements and style in a wide variety of writing and 
uses knowledge to evaluate critically in a variety of contexts 

 Uses an extensive range of formal texts and identifies and evaluates content for a 
variety of complex purposes 

 Reads independently from a wide range of materials, independently choosing reading  
material for a specific purpose 

Comprehension 
 Follows complex instructions 
 Identifies important elements of fiction (setting, characters, plot and theme) 
 Identifies the main idea and explains how the details support the main idea 

Interpretation 
 Uses structural and visual elements of the text to make reasoned judgments 
 Recognises social and cultural influences and bias in writing 
 Makes more complex inferences 
 Clarifies and broadens own point of view by examining the ideas of others; expresses a 

personal opinion based on increased understanding 
 Questions and evaluates ideas (e.g. when summarising the main idea) 

 
Features of the Textt

 

Prose: 

 Text is in a more complex form (e.g. reference material), with more complex subject 
matter and language which may require more interpretation. 

 May contain different and more complex visual content, which adds information requiring 
interpretation in context of the article. 

 Text length may vary, depending on the complexity of the text and assessment time and 
purpose. Paragraphs may be of considerable length and density (e.g. textbook writing) . 

 
* From Level Descriptions, Learning Outcome: Read with Understanding for Various Purposes, 1999. 

Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 
t  From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions, 1999. 
Assessment Training Documents, Ontario Literacy Coalition. 



 
 A number of sophisticated and uncommon words appropriate to the context and 

purpose of the text. 
 A combination of concrete and abstract words, with some symbolic language. 

 
Documents 

 Text makes use of appendices, graphs, tables, charts, footnotes and/or endnotes 
to support the main idea. 

 Charts, graphs, and tables have a more complex format and communicates more 
than one central idea which relates to the subject of the document. 

 
Conditions lor the Activity 

 The learner is asked to read at least one paragraph aloud. 
 The learner reads the questions and answers them either orally or in the written 

form, as time permits. 
 
How to Assess * 
Ask Questions 

 Ask the learner to derive meaning from complex vocabulary, grammar and 
sentence structure. 

 Ask the learner to skim the text to get a general idea of its content. 
 Ask the learner to scan for specific information. 
 Ask the learner questions that require him/her to follow complex instructions. 
 Ask the learner to identify the main idea and state how the details support the 

this main idea. 
 Ask the learner to question and evaluate when summarizing ideas. 
 Ask a question that requires the learner to make more complex inferences. 
 Ask the learner questions that require him/her to respond critically to writing: 

 Recognise bias 
 Recognise social and cultural influence 
 Make judgments on the influence of structural and visual elements of texts. 

 Ask the learner to express a personal opinion based on increased understanding 
by examining the ideas of others . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*  From Suggested Criteria for Selecting Reading Passages and Guidance in Asking Reading Questions 1999. Assessment 
Training Documents. Ontario Literacy Coalition. 
 
 



Assessor's Questions for 
Activities at Level 5 Reading 
 
 
Questions 
On the way to the Mission 

1. Quote the lines that tell us what the "servants of greed" thought they were after. 
2. The Indian trapper's calm is emphasized by two METAPHORS. Quote the two comparisons fully. What 

is being compared to what? 
3. Although the Indian trapper was filled with the "sorrow of fore-knowledge" we recognise that he is calm. 

Discuss the last four stanzas in order to explain why he remained calm to the end. 
 

Global Warfare 
1. Based on what you've read, explain why the attack on Pearl Harbour was a "colossal blunder on the 

part of the Japanese". 
2. What is the author's main idea? 
3. How does the author tie the discussion about Pearl Harbour to his/her point about the need to avoid 

global warfare? 
4. Do you think the author has made his/her point clearly enough? What do you think he/she might have 

done to make the argument stronger? 
5. Do you think another world war could happen? Explain why you think the way you do. 
 

Statistics 

1. Based on what you've read, write a definition for the word "median" in your own words. 
2. Describe in your own words what the phrase "figures do not lie, but liars do figure" means. 
3. How could the fluctuating value of the dollar over time affect a long-term study of workers' wages? 
4. In a newspaper article, you read that there are fewer people on welfare now than there was before the 

current government took office. How could you use this information to support the government's 
decision to reduce the amount of money welfare recipients get? Could you use the same information to 
criticize the government's decision? What argument could you use to do this? How does comparing 
these two points of view support the author's opinion that the meaning of statistical information can be 
manipulated? 

 

Skill Set/s 
 

Describe Types of Text . 
Describe Types of Text . 

 
Read and Interpret 

 
 
 

Read and Comprehend 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Interpret 

 
Read and Interpret 

 
Read and Interpret 

 
 

Read and Comprehend 
Read and Comprehend 

Read and Interpret 
Read and Interpret 



On the way to the Missiont
 

Duncan Campbell Scott 
 
They dragged him all one afternoon, 
Through the bright snow, 
Two whitemen servants of greed; 
He knew that they were there, 
But he turned not his head; 
He was an Indian trapper; 
He planted his snowshoes firmly. 
He dragged the long toboggan 
Without rest. 
The three figures drifted 
Like shadow in the mind of a seer: 
The snowshoes were whisperers 
On the threshold of awe; 
 
The toboggan made the sound of wings, 
A wood-pigeon sloping to her nest. 
The Indian's face was calm, 
He strode with the sorrow of 
foreknowledge, 
But his eyes were jewels of content 
Set in circles of peace. 
 
They would have shot him: 
But momently in the deep forest, 
They saw something flit by his side: 
Their ears stopped with fear. 
Then the moon rose. 
They would have left him to the spirit, 
But they saw the long toboggan 
Rounded well with furs, 
With many a silver fox-skin, 
With the pelts of mink and of otter. 
 
They were the servants of greed; 
When the moon grew brighter 
And the spruces were dark with sleep, 
They shot him. 
 

When he fell on a shield of moonlight 
One of his arms clung to his burden; 
The snow was not melted: 
The spirit passed away. 
Then the servants of greed 
Tore off the cover to count their gains; 
They shuddered away into the shadows, 
Hearing each the loud heart of the other. 
Silence was born. 
 
There in the tender moonlight, 
As sweet as they were in life, 
Glimmered the ivory features 

 Of the Indian's wife. 
 
In the manner of Montagnais women 

Her hair was rolled with braid; 
Under her waxen fingers 

A crucifix was laid. 
 
He was drawing her down to the Mission, 

To bury her there in spring, 
When the bloodroot comes and the 
windflower 

To silver everything. 
 
But as a gift of plunder 

Side by side were laid, 
The moon went on to her setting 

And covered them in the shade. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 t  Taken from English ENG2A-B, Lessons 11-15, 
Independent Learning Centre, Ontario Ministry of Education. 
 
 



Questions for On the way to the Mission 
 

Answer these questions using complete sentences and paragraphs. 
 
 
1. Quote the lines that tell us what the "servants of greed" thought they were 

after. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. The Indian trapper's calm is emphasized by two METAPHORS\Quote the two 

comparisons fully. What is being compared to what? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



'METAPHORS: A metaphor is a comparison made by identifying one idea or object with another. For example, 
Tennyson writes that the "eagle clasps the crag with crooked hands". Here "crooked hands" is substituted for claws; 
that is, the claws are identified as hands and in this case the picture of a strong, ruthless ruler is emphasized. 
 
3. Although the Indian trapper was filled with the "sorrow of fore-knowledge" we 

recognise that he is calm. Discuss the last four STANZAS2in order to explain 
why he remained calm to the end. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Global Warfare 
 
Soon after it reached the White House, news of the attack on Pearl Harbour was 

broadcast to the American people. Many will never forget hearing newscasters breaking 
in on symphony concerts, football games, and children's programs to tell of the awful 
event. The next day the president asked Congress to accept the "state of war" that 
Japan's "unprovoked and dastardly attack" had thrust upon the United States; Congress 
accepted the challenge without dissent. 

 
Although a brilliant military feat, the attack on Pearl Harbour eventually proved to be a 

colossal blunder on the part of the Japanese. To be sure, it cleared the way for an easy 
conquest of the Philippines and the East Indies by crippling the American people as 
almost nothing else had done. In their anger they forgot the bitter partisan quarrels over 
foreign policies and thought only how to best win a war that no one had wanted. 

 
Subsequent analysis of the political and economic policies that contributed to the 

outbreak of war revealed that the events that culminated in the great war in the Pacific 
were the result of many factors. 

 
After hostilities ended, both countries worked toward a harmonious relationship. 

When World War II ended, representatives from many nations worked through the 
United Nations to develop mechanisms for avoiding the recurrence of another 
nightmare of violence, death, and destruction. Yet wars have continued to occur. The 
fighting in Southeast Asia and in the Middle East has horrified people who hoped never 
to see more bloodshed. Nations struggle against nations for economic, political and 
cultural reasons. Resolutions of complex problems are slow, yet they must come. 
Another global conflict, with or without the nuclear holocaust, must be avoided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From "Classroom Reading Inventory" N.J. Silvaroli. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Co. 



 
 

Questions for Global Warfare 
 

Answer the following questions in complete sentences. 
 
1. Based on what you've read, explain why the attack on Pearl Harbour was 

a "colossal blunder" on the part of the Japanese. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What is the author's main idea? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. How does the author tie the discussion about Pearl Harbour to his/her 

point about the need to avoid global warfare?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Do you think the author has made his/her point clearly enough? What do you 
think he/she might have done to make the argument stronger? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Do you think another world war could happen? Explain why you think the way 

you do. Read and Interpret 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Statisticst 
 
Essay writers use statistics and figures to make their ideas more convincing. If the 
statistics are used honestly, this is a good device. Most of us are all to aware, however, of the 
misuse of statistics in some advertising. Statistics can be impressive because they seem to 
provide objective, not subjective evidence. The writer who uses them carefully and honesty, can 
make a very effective case. However, as noted in Mastering Effective English statistics can be 
misused. 
 
"Figures do not lie, but liars do figure" is an old saying. Sometimes people use 
statistics to "prove" what the figures do not prove all, because the units are not comparable or 
because the figures cover an abnormal period or do not cover a long enough period of time. If 
child labourers in one province include children who do housework and farm work and in 
another province exclude these classes, the totals are not comparable. In discussing wages, 
prices, public transit fares or deposits in savings banks, one must remember that over a period 
of years, the dollar has fluctuated widely in purchasing power. 
 
There are many times when a single number is used to represent a group. When the 
group contains many member, the average or arithmetical mean is often used. However, when 
the group is relatively small, or when a few members deviate widely from the others, the 
average is not a good number to use to describe the group. A better indication is provided by 
the median, which is the number that belongs to the middle member of the group. Then, half the 
group lies above the median, and half below it. For example, five people graduated from high 
school ten years ago. To compare their financial success as a group with other groups, a single 
number is desired. Here are the annual salaries of the group of five that graduated from high 
school. 
 
 
 
 

John Mary 
Susan 
Harry 
Gwen 
Total 

 $40,000 
$11,800 
$18,000 
$10,300 
$14,800 
$94,900 

 

 John 
Susan 
Gwen 
Mary 
Harry 

 $40,000 
$18,000 
$14,800 
$11,800 
$10,300 

 Mean Average 

(Total divided by 5) 

 

$18,980  Median = $14,800 

(The number that belongs to 

the middle of the group) 

 

 Figure 2: Mean Average  Figure 1: Median 
 
As you can see by looking at Figure 1; the mean average is the average of the annual 
salaries, $18,980 is greatly influenced by the top salary. In other words, if John had earned only 
$30,000 then the mean average would be only $16,980. 
 
But when you put the salaries in order, as in Figure 2, you will find that the median 
would be the same whether the top earner received $20,000 or $30,000 per year. The median 
has much more meaning in representing this group. 
 
t  Adapted by Yvonne Roussy from Independent Learning Centre learning materials, Ministry of Education and 
Training 



Questions for Statistics 
 
1. Based on what you've read, write a definition for the word "median" in your 

own words. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Describe in your own words what the phrase "figures do not lie, but liars do 

figure" means. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. How could the fluctuating value of the dollar over time affect a long-term study 

of workers' wages? 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. In a newspaper article, you read that there are fewer people on welfare now 
than there was before the current government took office. How could you use 
this information to support the government's decision to reduce the amount of 
money welfare recipients get? Could you use the same information to criticize 
the government's decision? What argument could you use to do this? How 
does comparing these two points of view support the author's opinion that the 
meaning of statistical information can be manipulated? 
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